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WELCOME MESSAGE FROM THE RECTOR

Welcome all scientists doing research and development in science & technology!
Everybody, who realizes well how high the request of specialists with fundamental
knowledge is, but also what an uneasy and cruel thing a personnel selection in our
exacting and thoroughgoing time is.
For those, who decided to get a versatile education, to master the newest world outlook,
and the most important thing – to get a desired request of your specialization, become a
needed person in business, production, creativity, the doors of International University of
Fundamental Studies are always open!

Our University is a unique and really new, in its character and predestination, the highest
educational institution in the world. Based on the needs of the time, material and spiritual
development of the humanity, of all and sundry, IUFS on a principally new philosophical and
methodological basis carries out a multi-level educational process.

The goal, the subject and the result of education in IUFS is cooperation of different
principles, aimed at realization of such a fundamental principle of education, as cooperation
of study and education.

Disposing a highly-qualified faculty, IUFS forms among its pupils intellect and behavioral
cooperation paradigm, which they learn by themselves and turn it into heritage of other
people. Such “cooperation paradigm” inherently resists “violence paradigm”, which has
already brought and can bring again a lot of grief and sufferings to all people of our uneasy
planet. Russia and Petersburg in its geopolitical position especially suit for implementation a
real and essential cooperation between the West and the East, the North and the South
nations. And IUFS, as of right, is a centre of such cooperation.
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For everybody in the world, who wants to get new knowledge and practical skills
according to the new education methodology, created on the basis of Oxford Educational
Network, exists International University of Fundamental Studies.
In the name of University Administration and Academic Council I address my offer to
everybody, who wants to get education, necessary for their successful life and activity in the
21st century, to enter International University of Fundamental Studies.

With hope for cooperation and wish you every success!
Rector IUFS/The President of IUFS, the President of IHAC, academician, professor,
Senator and Ministter of the International Parliament of Safety and Peace.
Mahatma Shanti P. Jayasekara ( Santhi Pushpa Kumara Jayasekara)

The International University of Fundamental Studies
(IUFS)
Moscow, Russia
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7TH WORLD SCIENTIFIC CONGRESS
“EDUCATION, SCIENCE, CULTURE AND PEACE IN
MODERN WORLD”
at the
United Nations Headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland
on the 5th , 6th and 7th of September 2016

The Ararat International Academy Of Sciences (AIAC) in association with The
International University of Fundamental Studies ( IUFS ), and The International Higher
Academic Council
(IHAC) and Objectif Science International, is due to celebrate its 30th Anniversary
Organizing its 7th Scientific World Congress at the U.N.O. Headquarters in Geneva on the
5th and 6th of September 2016.
About the Congress
The 7th Scientific World Congress is definitely one of the highlights of the year as it makes
history as the first ever Scientific Congress to be held at the UNO Headquarters in Geneva.
It’s the perfect combination of creative inspiration, intellectual debate and networking with
people who are passionate about the New Technological Innovations and the role
of Science in future design.
The Participants
World renowned Scientists from over 75 Countries including Sri Lanka ,The Director
General
of UNO
and delegates from the UNESCO, Representatives
from
World
Top
ranking
Universities
such
as
Howard ,
Oxford,
Cambridge,
Perth including hundreds of other prominent Universities and Academies from around
the
World,
Ambassadors,
High
Commissioners,
Intellectuals,
Academicians,
Professors representing Russia, USA, UK, Germany, France Italy, UAE, India and many
other countries are to grace this occasion.
Our Pride
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Sri Lankan Prof. Shanthi . Jayasekara Chancellor - IUFS St.Petersburg Russia/ President International Higher Academic Council (IHAC) will be chairing the Congress as the CoPresident will open all avenues for the Sri Lankan Scientists , Cabinet members, VIPS
and top Businessman ,to utilize this unique opportunity at this UNO platform, to gain
and obtain the maximum benefits where the World gathers for the benefit of Mother Sri
Lanka.

Entertainment for all Participants

Cultural Show at Geneva in association with the Ministry of Cultural Affairs, Sri Lankan, a
grand Show depicting Sri Lankan Folk Music, Dance and Drama will be staged in Geneva
head quarters on the 5 th and 6 September following the Congress featuring renowned
Artist from Sri Lanka. This cultural show will be organized by “Interactive Cultural Sense
Group” and Created by Sri Lankan International Culture and Cinema Academy. Also, famous
Singer Sajeewa Upashantha Perera is due light up this event with his heart-touching voice
along with the participation of outstanding famous actor, Uditha Gunaratne along with other
well recognized artists.
Prof.J.S.K.Jayasekara, Vice-chancellor of IUFS University will be heading the delegation
from Sri Lanka, which is due to be grace the occasion.

President of Congress
Prof. Agop Kerkiacharian, Academician,
Member of UNESCO, President of
International Academy of Sciences
Ararat in France
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Co- President of Congress
Mahatma Shanthi Jayasekara,
Professor, Academician, Senator,
Chancellor IUFS St.Petersburg/Moscow Russia
& President International Higher Academic Council

Co- President of Congress
Prof. Thomas Egli - President , Objectif Sciences International in France &
Switzerland
What we expect from the Scientific Congress –
To build a beautiful complex web on life that sustains us all as…
Education, science and culture are truly significant background for spiritual
and material preservation, success, development and improvement of the
humanity and every single soul on our restless planet. Education, science
and culture possess organic interaction: they fulfill, complement and
intercross each other.
Undoubtedly, This is able to realize such opportunities and to open and
confirm productive way for a move forward, both spiritual and material, for
the modern humanity and for every single soul

For more info:
Emails: congress@mvus.ru , info@mufo.ru , info@iufs.edu , info@iufs.ru ,

academy@reso.net

ararat-

The International University of Fundamental Studies (the IUFS) was founded in St.
Petersburg in the Russian Federation in the year 1998. In 2015 IUFS moved to Moscow with
new Registration of the Ministry of Justice (Moscow). IUFS is a Scientific Research University
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continually operating its activities with International higher Academic Council (www.mvus.ru)
as a Complex Public Scientific Research Institution which is the first of such kind in the World.
The IUFS is multi-functional in its goals and objectives. Also, IUFS partner of the the
International Higher Academic Council (IHAC) where organized Dissertation Board
(Convocation board og IHAC), where graduates can submit their dissertations in different fields
of study and different spheres of Scientific-Research activities and thereby earn the International
Postgraduate Degree Qualifications (On IHAC Subjects list - Nomenklature).
The International University of Fundamental Studies (the IUFS) is a university, which
tackles problems of international importance, and the scientists, representing the IUFS do
possess well respected international prestige. The IUFS also prepares International Scientific and
Management Personnel, including various activities within the IUFS, having substance of
theoretical, practical and international importance.
The UN Global Compact’s IUFS strives to serve as a platform for higher education
institutions to learn from one another and to engage in a process of continuous improvement, and
this guide is a testament to the advancements that IUFS has made in reporting since the launch of
the 7st Global Congress in Geneva.
As a university the IUFS is universal indeed: it covers almost all sciences and spheres of
activities of scientific importance.
The IUFS is a unique university of a very special kind and level. It does not offer
education in its traditional meaning, but the IUFS offers education that prepares already
approved specialists to further high professional activity, proficiency and scientific research
which are of great significance and importance.
Specialists from different countries are tested by the Intergovernmental Higher
Academic Council (the IHAC) under the purview of the IUFS, which confers International
Scientific Degrees of Bachelor, Master, Doctor and Grand-Doctor. In this connection, the value
of the International Scientific Degree, conferred by the IHAC, according to international
standards, is followed by: "Bachelor, Master, Doctor, Grand-Doctor of Philosophy in certain
field of science and scientifically significant activity".
The Principles for Responsible Management Education (PRME) serves as a framework
for progressive, systemic change in higher education institutions, namely business schools. The
preamble of the Principles for Responsible Management Education states: “As institutions of
higher learning involved in the education of current and future managers, we are voluntarily
committed to engaging in a continuous process of improvement of the following
Principles, reporting on progress to all our stakeholders and exchanging effective
practices with other academic institutions.”
A central commitment of any institution participating in PRME is to regularly share
information with its stakeholders on the progress made in implementing the Six Principles
through Sharing Information on Progress (SIP) reports. As a key integrity measure, the main
objective of voluntary reporting is to serve as a public vehicle for information on responsible
management education. In addition, the SIP can be an effective tool for facilitating stakeholder
dialogue and building a learning community among PRME signatories.
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